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BRL-043
Class 43 HST Power Car
Building Instructions

SCALE MODEL PRODUCT FOR ADULT MODELLERS ONLY.
WHITE METAL CONTAINS LEAD - WASH HANDS AFTER USE.
MAY CONTAIN SMALL PARTS. ETCHED BRASS HAS FUNCTIONAL SHARP EDGES
- HANDLE WITH EXTREME CARE

Thank you for purchasing this kit.
This instruction pack should provide a guide for building this model given some experience
of soldering and the basics of etched kit construction. It is worth noting that will all of our
kits, there are more than one way to construct the kit and this will vary based on your own
preferences.
The instructions have been compiled following our test build and as we receive feedback,
we will share different approaches. If you get stuck, please ask!! We are modelers like you
and the kit has been designed based on constructions methods that we are comfortable
with and these may be a different style to your own.
Please read all the pack before starting to build.
Drawings and photos are essential for builders to acquaint themselves with the prototype
they wish to model. I have added the pictures I used to design the kit at the end of the
instructions.
The kit has been designed to cover most variants of the HST Power Car and includes






Blanking plates for the guard side windows
3 Light Cluster templates variants
Buffer beam etch
Various exhaust configurations
Louvre or fan assembly
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Soldering
Much has been written on the subject of soldering and the basics remain
unchanged. Cleanliness, well fluxed, plenty of heat and a good joint should
result.
After soldering, it is advisable to scrub the model clean using an old
toothbrush in a container of warm water and washing up liquid. This will
prevent harmful fluxes damaging subsequent surface coatings. Although
adhesives may be used to join some parts together, soldering is by far the
strongest and neatest way of making this model.
Irons.
For soldering in the channels or angles, a 75w iron is advisable, which in
conjunction with a soldering iron controller (a dimmer switch is a cheaper
alternative) can be used for most of the remaining brass work. One drawback
with the 75w is its tip size, and the most common iron in use for 7mm working
is the 40w, however for the white metal work a 25w iron should be used. A
Resistance Soldering Unit (RSU) is very useful on the smaller brasswork as it
develops localised heat very quickly.
Flux.
La-Co is a non-corrosive flux for use on most metals including brass or the
phosphoric acid/water liquid flux can be used to provide more ‘bite’ if
necessary and is particularly effective for white metal. When operating the
RSU, solder paint is generally used.
Solder.
For all general work with nickel silver and brass use electricians multi-core
which is available in large reels. For white metal use the 73 degree low-melt
variety. As mentioned above, solder paint, which is a combination of flux and
solder is effective with the RSU on thin brass overlays and the smaller parts
where localised heat is required.

Three tips for soldering:
a) A damp sponge kept in a plastic margarine (or similar) container is useful
for keeping the tip of the iron clean.
b) If the solder paint thickens over time, then adding a little water should
restore it to use again.
c) The sequence of soldering the body reinforcement strip as illustrated
below may help to prevent distortion.
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The Etches.
Study the identification pages to familiarise yourself with the many parts and
push through any rivets represented by half etch holes on the rear of the fret.
Separate etches with a pair of small snips, finishing off with files,
remembering to file along the etch and not across which may distort it.
When forming etches, unless otherwise instructed, the fold lines are on the
inside. A pair of bending bars or a vice with lengths of angle iron may be
found helpful with these operations.
The Castings.
These are packed in heat-sealed plastic. Flash on the castings will need
removing with a coarse file and sand-paper.
HST MOTOR BOGIES.
Introduction.
The motor bogies in this range of models are of a standard type with an inner
‘U’ section chassis and outer cosmetic sideframes. The 3’4” steel wheels are
of the nylon bushed push on type so it is necessary to purchase plunger pickups to get power to the motors.
The model will run on one motor but two are recommended as with the
plunger pick-ups in place there is little room left for a Delrin chain set to be
used.
Construction.
The Chassis.
Fold the chassis e31 noting that the integral bulkhead aligns with half etched
lines on the inside of the chassis. Solder the saddles e32 and e33 which
determine the wheelbase then fold and solder the pivot overlay e37 onto the
top of the chassis noting that it may be necessary to omit this if the body sits
too high.
Note that e33 is set in 3.75mm from the end of e31 and at the opposite end
e32 is set in 7mm. these measurements should mean that your axle centres
sit behind the axle boxes on the bogie side casting properly.
Bearings and Wheels.
For the wheels to be true and level, the top hat bearings m6 must be
soldered in on a flat surface such as a piece of plate glass. The bearing
holes in the chassis may need enlarging and a tapered reamer is ideal for
this. Fit the bearings and wheels and when happy that everything is square
and true solder into place. The pin points on the axles have to be removed
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until they are flush with the wheels. If using a grinding wheel for this
operation be careful not to melt the nylon bushes.
Motors and Gears.
Check that the fixing holes in chassis top line up with motor and enlarge if
necessary.
By enlarging the hole in the chassis top, the motor complete with worm can
be fitted or removed with ease. Fit the motor followed by driving axle and
brass gear m10 adjusting as necessary to produce a good mesh.
Sometimes, inserting a shim of scrap brass between one end of the motor
and saddle can improve this.
The plunger or wiper pick-ups should now be fitted per instructions supplied
in the pack, and the wheels refitted. Test to ensure that all is working
correctly.
The chassis can be dismantled and the disc brake inserts e26 fixed to the
faces of the wheels before painting and final assembly.
Sideframes and Bogie Castings.
Ensuring all is square solder the bogie end stretchers HST11 to the
sideframes HST8 and add the detailing as follows.
Fit the tread brake units HST 12iii in place under the sideframe. Fit both the
axlebox radius links HST12i and the primary dampersHSTvii where indicated.
Now the guard irons HST10 can be fixed into place under the front of the
stretcher where indicated.
The etched bogie steps e25 are folded up and fitted as shown with support
bracket clipped over the side frame in line with the cab door. Please note that
due to a design flaw, the steps etch needs cutting were indicated and using a
scrap bit of brass across the gap this creates solder to the main step.
Fit the brake units HSTc14 if required.
The finished unit can be painted before soldering to the chassis takes place.
When complete the bogies can be laid to one side until body construction is
complete. When the bogies are fitted to the completed stretchers, ensure the
thread in the pivot nut m4 is clear by running through with a 4BA tap.
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Front and End
Clean up the fronts and end castings and carefully remove the thin layer of
resin from the windows. Cut some glazing to fit the recess behind each
window and put to one side for later.
You will note that the end has a guard’s window in it. If you are building the
non-guard version, fill this with an appropriate filler. Add the etched corridor
connector e14. Also note if you are blanking out the guards compartment
there are blanking plates e33 included for the bodyside windows.
It is also a good idea to check the radius of the 12 roof shutter locaters HST2
matches the cantrail curve on the back of the cab as ultimately this will form
the shape of the roof.
You will get a feel for how things will look by dry fitting the front and end, but
note that you will need to make sure the resin cab bulkhead is inside the
back of the cab for strength and the right profile.
There are also three light variations for those who want to deviate away from
the resin end. If you are looking to fit these, you will need to cut out the
existing light as shown in the build pictures and bend the etched lens to fit. I
glues this to a piece of glazing first and when dry cut it out and bent
accordingly.
You will need to fit LED’s and construct a suitable housing if required, this is
currently not supplied.
HST Body Construction.
The main body e1 has been loosely formed to ease construction.
Firstly push through the rivet detail on the inside of the body at cantrail level
and then fold in the ledge of the cantrail, this is for the placing of the roof
shutter locators HST2 (see body details).
Using the profile of the cab front and end rear carefully form the roof and
tumblehome close to the shape you want. A piece of dowel may prove useful
in forming this area before soldering.
Now fit the body side grill back plates e3 to the inside of the body matching
the profile of the struts on the main body. These will need to follow the profile
of the body towards the bottom where the cantrail bend starts
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Cut the brass reinforcement strip to 315mm, fold to a right angle and fix
between the front of the brass body and the guards end. Note : this section is
soldered to the lower inside edge of the body with the angle facing inwards.
Some kits will have a ‘U’ section as opposed to an ‘L’ section so remove one
side to create an ‘L’
The kit comes with a number of bulkheads e2 which have been included to
help strengthen the body. You can fit as many as you wish, noting that I have
used 3 to leave space for smoke and sound if required later. They will need
to be cut at the top, if you offer these up behind any of the cantrail grill as is
the case for two of the ones I have fitted. (See build Pics)
Also they will need to be shortened and cut to fit over the ‘L’ section you have
just soldered into the body. If fitting now, tag to the sides but do not solder to
the roof yet as this will find its natural curve once the roof shutter locators are
fitted
Form the buffer beam end underfloor unit e7 (both parts carry this number)
and fold down the air tank brackets and dragbox for the buckeye coupling.
You may want to fit your own Kadee coupling which is recommended so
some brass work may be required to accommodate.
You will need a 10mm diameter brass tube (not supplied), cut this into 2
lengths of 36.5mm and 46mm respectively for the air tanks. Note that the
inner tank is longer and fix both centrally on to the cradles followed by the
cast ends and end plates e8 which locate into slots in the base unit. Fit the
air pipes if required (available as an accessory) onto the bufferbeam with the
e.t.h. jumpers located outboard of the outer air tank. This is probably
advisable towards the end of the build when handling is minimized.
Test fit the resin end to make sure the end profile matches this and the
underfloor unit is far enough back
Bogie stretchers and underfloor Assemblies.
Laminate e34 and e35 together noting that the sides of e34 are folded up.
Solder nut m4 on to the inside of the pivot box e36 the fold and solder this to
e34 trimming the ends to fit as necessary. The pivot holes in the chassis are
off centre so ensure you allow for this when fitting the completed bogie
stretchers in place.
Locate one stretcher at the end of the brass body that offers up to the cab
and the second 82mm from the rear body side end.
Fold up the main tank and battery box assembly e27. Remove both side flaps
from the main underframe base unit e19 as unfortunately they are make the
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unit to wide by tenths of a millimeter. These can be soldered back on to the
unit slightly set in, however see the note re tanks below before doing this.
Slots in this locate e27 and solder both together. Do not fit to the body shell
at this stage.
I choose to make the tanks removable (thus the reason note to refit the
sideflaps). If you want to do this fabricate a cross strust from and back of the
tank and use a suitable nut and bolt. The end of the tank is 132mm from the
end (measure from the end of the etch that the resin end fits in) DO NOT FIT
THE TANKS KNOW I YOU ARE SOLDERING THEM PERMANENTLY AS
YOU NEED TO GET INSIDE THE BODY.
Engine Room Shutter Grilles.
The cast locators must be carefully cleaned up before use, ensuring that
when fitted, the brass strips e15, 16 & 17 sit parallel with the cantrail and
roof. The lower slot in the locators fit over the fold in ledge of the cantrail
where indicated by cut outs in the body. The grille strips e15,16 & 17 are held
in place by the slots in the locators and superglue is recommended for this.

Turning to the roof you will need to decide on the exhaust you wish to use.
Version 1, fit the two exhaust cowls HST7 into the holes in the roof panel
e20v1 after forming to the profile of the roof. The exhaust deflector plate e18
can now be formed and fitted ensuring the cowls are visible centrally through
the oval holes in the deflector plate.
Version 2, fit the rectangle exhaust surrounds e12 over the rectangle holes in
the alternative roof panel e20v2, profile to fit the roof and fit.
Fit the roof access doors e22
You know need to decide whether you are using the original louvre version or
revised cooling fan set up.
Louvre version, cut away the louvres if they are still attached to the body as
these were too small and can be disregarded. A separate etch e28 has been
draw designed to fit inside the body. Locate and position louvre as desired.
There is also a rectangle mesh grill e33 etch that can be soldered to the
underside of the louvres for added detail if required.
Fan version, you will need to cut away some of the roof etch if fitted the fan
version offer up the roof etch e31 and mark through the holes. Cut away the
excess and fit in place. Add the grills e32 on top of each hole.
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Fold up the fans e29 and fit to the base plate e30 using a small bit of brass
rod. These can be fitted later inside the body.
Fit the rectangular roof unit e21, scavenger fan cover e5 noting that as the
roof etch is thin, distortion may occur if soldering is attempted. The three roof
ventilators mk2/8 fit between gaps in the roof beading at the guards end.
Door handles and grab handles can be made up from wire, the spare brass
strips in the kit and fixed into place. I use household staples to represent the
door handles, fitted after painting.
Fit the guards window frames e9, guards door support rail e13 and lamp
brackets e11 which fit on the gangway end (one each side).
Before continuing with the body detail fit the bogies and trial fit the main
underframe to ensure all fits OK as it may be necessary to fettle some detail
from the bogies for clearance purposes.
The main underframe unit can be fixed into place and detail added as
follows.
Fit the battery box ventilator grilles e24 and fuel tank gauges e23 where
indicated.
Looking at the side of the locomotive with the drivers cab to the left, the
compressor HST3 and driptank HST5 are to be soldered. Note that for those
who want a little more detail, I have drawn up a box e34 to fit between the
both the left and right drip tank. (I just thought it looked better with the gap
between the two being filled). If you want to replicate, fold up the box. Fit a
drip tank to either side and locate in front of the fuel tank leave a 1mm gap.
Locate the compressor as close to the drip tank as you can to allow
clearance for the bogie to swing (see pics).
Lugs under the body on the base unit can be used to locate/solder to. Next to
the drip tank fitted on the other side, an oil tank is located, which sits on a
fold down carrier (this will need to be removed and shortened so that the tank
sits at a better height.
At the back of the tank, there are various taps etc. on the air reservoir HST4 .
The casting needs to be trimmed so that it becomes handed (see pic). Drill
and add the taps as show.
Finally add the other castings to the tanks and other detailed you require
(pics are provided on the PRMRP webpage).
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If you are now happy, glue the cab and end to the body and finally add the
bodyside lifting lugs Mk3/4
Any imperfections in the body can be filled with low melt solder or car body
filler.
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HST POWER CAR ETCH A
B

HST POWER CAR ETCH

e1.
e2.
e3.
e4.
e5.
e6.
e7.
e8.
e9.

Main Body
Bulkhead Assembly
Body side grill back plates
Windscreen Wiper
Scavenger Fan Cover
Rectangular rivetted roof plate
Inner buffer beam and underfloor unit
Air reservoir tank end plate
Guards compartment window frame

e21.
e22.

e11.
e12.
e13.
e14.
e15.
e16.
e17.
e18.
e19.
e20.

Inner end lamp bracket
Exhaust Port Surrounds
Guards door support rail
Gangway fascia plate
Medium length shutter strips
Short shutter strips
Long shutter strips
Exhaust deflector plate
Main underframe base unit
Roof grille end panel (two versions)

e24.
e25.
e26.
e27.
e28.
e29.
e30.
e31
e32
e33
e34

Rectangular Roof Unit
Roof Access Door
e23. Fuel Tank Gauge
Battery Box Ventilator Grille
Bogie Side Step
Disc brake insert
Main tanks and battery box
Louvre etch
Fans
Fan base plate
Fan Overlay
Fan Grill
Louvre grill
Driptank infill box

HST POWER CAR ETCH C
e31.
e32.
e33.
e34.
e35.
e36.
e37.

Chassis
Saddle Outer end
Saddle Motor end
Folding bogie mounting stretcher
Bogie mounting stretcher
Pivot box
Bogie pivot overlay

HST POWER CAR - the Castings
HST/12iii Parking and tread brake unit
58/14 Oil Tank
HST/11 Bogie end stretcher
HST/10Guard Iron
MK2/8 Inner end roof ventilator
HST/12iAxlebox radius link
MK3/4 Triangular lifting point
GEN ETH jumper
2
HST/2 Roof shutter locator
HST/12vii Primary damper
HST/7 Exhaust cowl
HST/C14
Disc brake Unit

4
1
4
4
3
8
4

HST/9 Rotational Damper
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HST/3 Compressor

1

HST/5 Drip Tank

2

22
8
2
8

HST/4 Air reservoir tank end

4

HST/8 Bogie side frame
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